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i crossed a desert just for you / do you know what i found /
sugar cones a thousand years old / melting in the ground / i
crossed an ocean just for you.
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So Far Apart Lyrics: If I could wrap my hand around / Why you
won't hear me now / You tend to break my heart / Keep my eyes
close long enough / Or maybe just.
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i crossed a desert just for you / do you know what i found /
sugar cones a thousand years old / melting in the ground / i
crossed an ocean just for you.

Cub - So Far Apart Lyrics | SongMeanings
These miles between us won't fade either, but I know that our
love will keep us together. It's so odd for us to be so far
away from each other, but yet so close in.
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Once, the UK had beggars only in quantities small enough to
make them exotic. Not any more, says Guardian columnist Ian
Jack.
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